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1. Present "Rules" define the general procedure of actions of interested parties and the 
persons, having active intention to bring in advantage of Traderson Foundation a monetary 
charitable donation in  any currency .

2. It is considered established and authentically defined that any actions of any person, 
clearly and unambiguously directed on entering into advantage of Traderson Foundation of a 
charitable donation - mean the unconditional active consent of this person to carry out 
these Rules and to consider them for themselves obligatory. Giving about it of any demand 
or the letter in the form of the electronic document or the document on the paper carrier - 
is considered as well the statement of this person for its joining to these Rules.

3. Any person, expressing active desire to bring in advantage of Traderson Foundation 
monetary charitable donation - thereby expresses the consent with principles and ideals of 
world co-operative movement, with charitable mission of Traderson Foundation and the 
purposes of its activity reflected in aggregate in all documents of Traderson Foundation, 
including its Charter. Any mentioned applicant from the moment of registration of the 
intention - is considered the Philanthropist of Traderson Foundation.

4. A subject of the obligation of the Philanthropist which it undertakes to execute, the order 
of donations by the Philanthropist in favour of Traderson Foundation of charitable monetary 
donations on a gratuitous basis is.

Traderson Foundation activity on acceptance from the citizens of all countries of the world and
the organisations of charitable payments, gratuitous donations and grants - is directly 
provided by Traderson Foundation charter .

It is considered established that the Philanthropist without any counter conditions agrees 
and undertakes to bring charitable payments (gratuitous donations) in favour of direct 
Traderson Foundation in terms and in sizes as it will be to it convenient.

5. The sum of brought charitable donations should be in advance clearly defined the 
Philanthropist; these payments should be brought in advantage of Traderson Foundation in the
monetary form  in  any currency.

Payments of a charitable donations are carried out by means of bank transfers of money 
resources of the Philanthropist to Traderson Foundation bank accounts as directly, and with 
use of bank payment cards of the basic world payment systems.

6. It is considered established that the Benefactor contributes charitable donations for free 
and irretrievably.

7. It is considered established that a source of entering of charitable donations is the net 
profit of the Philanthropist, free from any actions and obligations that the Philanthropist and
confirms with the actions, making corresponding monetary donations. It is considered that 



the Philanthropist confirms with all actions and guarantees that, bringing charitable 
payments, it does not operate to the detriment of interests of any third parties and does not
pursue the purposes of extraction of any unfair and unreasonable tax benefit. The 
philanthropist also thereby confirms and guarantees that, bringing these charitable 
donations it operates exclusively on its own behalf, instead of in interests of the uncertain 
third parties.

8. It is considered by default obviously and unambiguously pre-established that entering by 
the Philanthropist of monetary charitable donations is not connected with extraction by 
Traderson Foundation of any incomes (profit), does not assume realisation by Traderson 
Foundation of any enterprise activity, does not assume rendering by Traderson Foundation in 
favour of the Philanthropist of any services or transfer to it of any goods or things, does not 
assume from Traderson Foundation of any counter execution in favour of the Philanthropist 
and does not pursue such purposes.

9. It is established that the Traderson Foundation becomes the appropriate proprietor and the 
owner of all sums of the brought charitable payments and uses the received money 
resources and actives at own discretion for realisation of the authorised activity, including 
for financing of scientific workings out in branches trade and High-tech and innovative 
production, payment of charitable grants to citizens and the organisations (including the 
projects of alternative power occupied with workings out), for any investments (including in 
securities and precious metals), and also realises investment programs in High-tech and 
innovative production sphere, and also directs the received means for any other purposes 
provided by the Traderson Foundation charter.

10. It is established that the means of charitable donations received by Traderson Foundation 
will be used by Traderson Foundation  in all countries of the world without any restrictions 
connected with opinion of the Philanthropist.

11. It is proclaimed unconditionally and certainly that the Traderson Foundation undertakes 
not to carry out any enterprise activity including with use of the received charitable 
payments of the Philanthropist, and not to take any unreasonable benefit from these 
charitable donations, and also not to finance at all any political activity in any form in any 
country of the world.

12. It is established that any persons, both physical, and legal, taking place the stay in any 
country and being shareholders and members of any consumer co-operative society or a 
consumer society where it would not settle down and where it would not carry out the 
constant activity - are potential Philanthropists of Traderson Foundation and have the primary 
right before other persons to bring donations to Fund at any time and in any size at own 
discretion.

13. It is established that the founders and members of the fund in any country of the world 
have the preemptive right to be contributors of charitable contributions in favor of the 
Traderson Foundation. It is also possible to make charitable donations to the authorized 
capital of the Traderson Foundation and other persons, both legal and physical, but this 
requires a special permit (resolution) of the Fondation's Board for each specific case.

14. The present it is proclaimed that any charitable  donations are gratuitous, voluntary, 
and are carried out both in monetary, and in the property form, including in the form of 
those or other property rights, including the rights challenged. Charitable donations can on 
occasion under the special agreement at the initiative of the Philanthropist be bound by 
promise Traderson Foundation to use them on realisation of any certain charitable programs 
and projects what the given Philanthropist will wish to specify directly.

By the present it is established that have no value motives and the bases on which this or 
that philanthropist has decided to grant the corresponding sums of charitable donations 
(payments) on advantage of Traderson Foundation: officials of Traderson Foundation have not 



the right to discuss the economic or extra-economic reasons which have induced them to 
offer corresponding sums of money or corresponding property in favour of Traderson 
Foundation with philanthropists.

The Traderson Foundation starts with a principle of a presumption of conscientiousness and 
respectableness of actions of the philanthropist and guarantees the loyalty to any 
Philanthropists.

15. It is established that charitable donations for the sum to 10 000 euros (or a 
corresponding equivalent of this sum in any currency ) from physical persons, or for the 
sum to 200 000 euros (or a corresponding equivalent of this sum in any currency) from 
legal bodies - are accepted by Fund without any restrictions and preliminary conditions and 
drawing up of any special documents and Agreements. Thus for entering of donations it is 
enough to Philanthropist to fill the corresponding electronic demand, or to address in Fund 
executive powers orally, or to make payment with use of a bank card and systems of 
electronic communications ("Internet-ekvajring") or simply to send the filled form of the 
demand mail, having specified from popular sources corresponding bank details of Traderson 
Foundation.

16. It is established that for entering of charitable donations for the sum, big than it is 
specified above, necessarily it is required as a preliminary condition:

1) preliminary check of the person and capacity of the philanthropist,

2) preliminary check of a diligent origin of money resources of the philanthropist,

3) the preliminary consent of Fund to accept corresponding donations, and

4) the conclusion with Traderson Foundation of the corresponding Agreement (Contract) in the
form of the uniform separate document.

All these specified preliminary actions are carried out by Board of Traderson Foundation or the
President of Traderson Foundation in a stage of exploratory talk with the potential 
philanthropist.

17. It is established that during preliminary check of the person and capacity of the 
philanthropist the President of Traderson Foundation and-or Board are obliged to make at 
least any two actions from the following list of actions:

1) to request of the potential philanthropist the detailed data about a permanent residence 
of the philanthropist (persons or the organisations) to request the general registration data 
of the legal person;

2) to request of the potential philanthropist a simple copy of the passport, other citizen of 
the document proving the identity, or simple copies of the basic constituent documents of 
the legal person in language of the country of a constant residence;

3) to request at potential philanthropist copy of an extract of bank, with accounts in which it
assumes to carry out donations, about movement of means under these accounts in this 
bank for the last a minimum half a year, and also the general data of bank on, when and as 
the philanthropist these accounts for a long time are opened;

4) to request of the potential philanthropist the letter of recommendation (референцию) 
serving bank;



5) to request at potential philanthropist letter of recommendation (референцию) 
corresponding consumer co-operative society (society), member and which shareholder it 
consists;

18. It is established that during preliminary check of conscientiousness of an origin of 
means, actives and property of the potential philanthropist, Board of Traderson Foundation or 
its President any two actions from the following list of actions are obliged to make a 
minimum:

1) to request at potential philanthropist copy of an extract of bank, with accounts in which it
assumes to carry out donations, about presence and movement of means under these 
accounts in this bank for the last a minimum half a year, and also the general data of bank 
on, when and as the philanthropist these accounts for a long time are opened;

2) to request of the potential philanthropist the letter of recommendation (reference) 
serving bank with absence acknowledgement to it of any financial claims;

3) to request of the potential philanthropist any inquiry or other document confirming 
absence of any not executed financial obligations under credits or tax payments in the 
country of constant stay;

4) to request of the potential philanthropist the letter of recommendation (reference) other 
client (third party) which is also the client of serving bank with acknowledgement of 
absence to it any financial claims;

19. It is proclaimed that non-given or untimely representation of the documents requested 
by Traderson Foundation is not an unconditional obstacle for entering of donations: reasonable
term (anyway no more than two months) for representation of some of these documents 
while it carries out entering of the donations can be given the Philanthropist. However non-
given documents repeatedly requested by Traderson Foundation is the unconditional basis for 
stay of cooperation with Traderson Foundation or refusal of continuation of such cooperation.

20. It is proclaimed that the preliminary consent of Traderson Foundation to accept 
corresponding donations for the large sums carries out Traderson Foundation Board. The 
corresponding decision is made out in the form of the resolutions of Board signed by the 
President of Traderson Foundation. The positive resolution of Board of Traderson Foundation, 
both conditional, and unconditional, can be stated also in the form of a special additional 
inscription on the Contract on entering of charitable gratuitous donations. The 
corresponding question considers Board at the operative session, or it is accepted by a 
method simple on-named poll on channels of means of a beam coupling and 
telecommunication.

21. Thus finally the consent to accept a donation for the corresponding mentioned large 
sum gives Traderson Foundation Board following the results of judgement and explanation of 
all factors and circumstances of made operation and with the account of completeness and 
reliability of the received information on a financial condition of the philanthropist, given by 
the given potential philanthropist.

However, thus the Traderson Foundation Board with other things being equal as well has not 
the right to refuse entering of charitable donations to the potential philanthropist who is a 
member and the shareholder of any consumer co-operative society (a consumer society) 
even if the country of a residence of this philanthropist and does not coincide with the 
country of a residence of corresponding consumer co-operative society.

Following the results of the positive resolution of Board of Traderson Foundation the Contract 
with the philanthropist who is signed by the President of Traderson Foundation is made.



22. It is established that anyway the Fund Board is obliged to refuse to the potential 
philanthropist cooperation and in acceptance from it donations if the Board has 
documentary confirmed, well-founded, weighty and certain doubts in a diligent and lawful 
origin of money resources, actives and property which the philanthropist assumes to 
transfer to (pay) in favour of Traderson Foundation. In case of disagreements the dissatisfied 
philanthropist or not consent trustee has the right to appeal against against such decision 
(resolution) in the Traderson Foundation Board of guardians which decision on the given 
disputable (disputed) question is definitive and unconditional.

23. It is established that of means and actives of the arrived donations directly the 
President of Traderson Foundation further disposes. Operative targetting uses of the collected 
means of donations are carried out by Traderson Foundation Board, and strategic targetting - 
Trustee Council of Traderson Foundation or Board under its authorisation.

Thus the expenditure of sums of money of the arrived charitable payments (donations) is 
carried out in the form of payments of charitable grants (gifts, donations), or in the form of 
investments into securities, currency values, precious metals, real estate, other actives, but 
with an ultimate goal of further use of the received income on the charitable purposes.
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